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NEWS VIEW 219

The signalling and telecommunications industry world-wide is currently busy.  Here in 
the northern hemisphere, we are experiencing the winter period with long dark nights 
and short days. For many of us it means leaving home in the dark and returning in the 
dark.  With looming deadlines and planned commissionings at Easter 2016, it is easy to 
disrupt and upset our work life/home life balance and focus more on work! 

Whilst we depend on our work for our livelihood, it is most important that we 
maintain healthy relationships with our families and loved ones during this busy time. 
Life is not all about work you know!  The stresses and strains of work can contribute to 
tiredness and potential heath-related issues. So please keep an eye on yourself and the 
others around you.  Sometimes stopping to think and checking on issues or concerns 
make all the difference! 

IRSE NEWS will always welcome any articles the various new and alternative technical 
solutions from around the world, but it is most important that we understand the 
membership and their involvement.  So we want to hear from you, however large or 
small the information that you have may be!

When you send an article for potential publication, please DO NOT embed your 
pictures within it.  Please send all your photographs as individual image files (along 
with captions and name of the photographer), separately from your article, which 
should be in a Word file.

The editorial team always looks forward to receiving your feedback and comments.  
Thanks as ever for your continued support, but please remember that this is your 
magazine for your Institution.  Make your balanced contribution today!
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Keeping an eye on yourself

Front Cover:  A scene repeated across the UK during December 
2015.  Mechanical signals being removed at Merllyn Crossing 
on the Cambrian Coast in March 2011, part of the Eldin Rail Ltd 
responsibility for works. Photo Ian James Allison.
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